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FINGERPRINT SCANNERS 
The paper analyses the main methods of fingerprint scanning and presents the structures of main scanner 

types describing their advantages and disadvantages. There had been outlined the  main problem of finger-
print scanning and ways for its solution.  
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Introduction 

 Biometric technologies are widely used to determine a person’s identity, for example, voice 
recognition, facial recognition, iris recognition, fingerprint sensing, palm scanning, DNA analysis, 
etc. Biometric methods are frequently applied in the systems of access management, working time 
and visitor registration, electronic payments and voting systems. These very systems mostly contri-
bute the biometrics market [1-3]. 

Rapid development of biometric technologies was caused by the events on September 11, 2001. 
At that time such companies as LG, Sanyo, Polaroid, NEC, Panasonic have started the development 
of biometric equipment.  

Finger scanners are the devices for conversion of ridge pattern into a digital image. As early as in 
the 19th century it was determined that a ridge pattern is unique for every person (even twins have 
different ridge patterns). For more than 100-year history of using ridge pattern in crime detection 
practice there were not discovered any two people with identical patterns [1,2,4,5]. Now you can 
find the finger scanners in the banks, custom offices, public institutions, laptops, mobile phones and 
other places and devices. By estimation of Frost & Sullivan agency, the use of finger scanners will 
grow by 25% every year because of mass creation of biometric passports in the USA and European 
Union. India has started the Unique Identification Authority program with the purpose of issuing a 
biometric identity card for each of its 1.2 billion citizens. 

Problem definition 

Scanners’ reliability and security are mostly achieved by using special software. But scanner 
technology leaves some uncertainty and probability in making a wrong decision in the result of 
possible ill-posed intervention. For example, in Germany the hackers have got a finger print of 
Wolfgang Scheuble, the Head of German Ministry of Home Affairs, stuck his fingerprints on their 
own and were identified by optical scanners [6]. That is why it is important to develop more secure 
technologies, as in many European countries one can pay in supermarkets by a fingerprint using no 
credit card. 

In future the use of fingerprints in other spheres of human life will only increase. A weak point 
of the scanners, as it was mentioned above, is a poor ability to distinguish the artificial copy of a 
finger from a real one. That is why it is necessary to use the parameters of a natural human finger 
for identification. Such parameters include temperature, electrical impulses from heart, variations of 
blood pressure (pulse), electrical charge of surface skin cells from blood flow [7]. It will be more 
difficult to interfere with the scanner security for checking one or several parameters mentioned 
above when scanning a fingerprint. 

That is why the purpose of this work is to review modern automated methods of fingerprint 

scanning, which provide high level of fraud security.  

Main part 

Today there are many known types of fingerprint scanners. They can be divided into 3 main cat-
egories: optical, ultrasonic and semiconductor (fig. 1) [8]. 
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Fig. 1. Classification of fingerprint scanners by physical principle of operation and implementation 

 
The main scanner parameters include resolution, speed of scanning, wear resistance etc. Table 1 

presents the main scanner parameters basing on print sources of domestic and foreign authors [9-
17]. 

Тable 1 
Main parameters of fingerprint scanners. 

Parameter 
Scanner type  

Optical Ultrasonic Semiconductor 

Resolution (dpi) 500-3000 500 508 

Speed of scanning  
(frame/s) 50-2130 - 20-30 

Durability (bill. touches) 1-4 - 1-10 

Dimensions (mm) 45 * 63 * 26 87*150*82 27*20,4* 3,5 

Price $ 130‐200    20-50 

Probability of wrong authoriza-
tion 10‐9  - 10‐9 

Sensitivity to skin impurities high low low 
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The main manufactures of optical scanners are BioLink, Digital Persona, Identix. The semicon-
ductor scanners are produced by Infineon, ST-Microelectronics, Veridicom, IDEX, Atmel and the 
ultrasonic ones are produced by Ultra-Scan Corporation. 

The optical scanners are based on optical methods of imaging. These scanners are used most 
widely. Today there are the following technologies of optical scanners implementation: FTIR 
((Frustrated Total Internal Reflection), fiber-optical, electro optic, edge-fed, roller-type and noncon-
tact scanners [8,18-20].  

The FTIR scanners are based on the total internal reflectance. The finger should contact the glass 
with the light source and a camera under it, which are placed in different sides. The light reflects 
from the glass and falls on the camera. The camera detects less light in the region without total in-
ternal reflectance i.e. where ridges contact the glass. Thus the camera detects and digitizes a dark 
ridge pattern [8, 20]. 

The fiber-optic scanners consist of a set of arranged optical fibers, which, in turn, compose the 
matrix to which a finger should be applied. A finger is illuminated by a light source located over it 
and shines the finger through. Each optical fiber ends with a light detector. When a ridge contacts 
an optical fiber, a light detector detects the light passed through the finger. If there is no ridge in the 
region then the detector detects no light. Further the light detectors generate a digital ridge image [8, 
18]. 

The electrooptic scanners use a special electrooptic polymer containing light emitting layer. 
When a finger contacts the scanner, the heterogeneity of the electric field on its surface (the voltage 
difference between ridges and hollows) influences this layer in such a way that it luminescences the 
fingerprint. Then the light detector array converts this luminescence into the digital image. 

The optical edge-fed scanners are similar to FTIR devices. Their peculiarity is that the finger 
should not be simply applied to the scanner but passed over a narrow type-reader. When a finger 
moves on the scanner surface, a number of snap-shots are captured. And the neighboring picture 
areas are captured with overlapping of one another to form an exact image. Such a design allows to 
reduce dimensions of both the prism used and the scanner. 

The roller-type scanners consist of a transparent cylindrical roller with a static light source, lens 
and a tiny camera inside. A finger is scanned rolling the roller. When a finger moves on the roller 
surface, a number of snap-shots of fingerprint pattern is captured. The fingerprint image is captured 
after the whole finger had been processed [8]. 

Non-contact scanners do not need a finger contact on the scanning surface. A finger should be 
put on the hole in the scanner where several light sources illuminate it from different sides. There is 
a lens in the center of the scanner which projects data to the CMOS camera to convert them into the 
fingerprint image [8, 19, 20].  

Another variant of a non-contact scanner is a scanner which uses light polarization. It works as 
follows. A hand and a fingerprint are illuminated by a polarized light. Then the image is captured 
after passing the reflected light through a polarization filter. After capturing the first image, the 
electric motor turns the filter to 900 and another image is captured again. The comparison of two 
images allow to significantly increase the fingerprint contrast and receive the image of tissues under 
the skin. The advantages of this scanner are: no scanner dirtying, biological security (from hygienic 
point of view), protection of the scanner by the armored glass. The scanner disadvantages are com-
plicated design and relatively high price [21].  

The advantages of optical scanners are relative cheapness and compact size. The disadvantages 
are that they need constant maintenance. Besides dust, mud and scratches may significantly de-
crease the image quality. These scanners are also sensitive to the skin’s surface condition. Dry, oil 
or damaged skin may result in image blur.  

But the biggest drawback is that these scanners do not identify the plaster casts and other types 
of fraud [8, 18 – 20]. 

An ultrasonic scanning means a fingerprint surface scanning with ultrasonic waves. Then the dis-
tance between the wave source and the ridges and cavities can be measured by the returned waves. 
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The advantages of such scanners are: the captured image is 10 times better than in optical ones; this 
method almost completely secured from plaster casts and enables not only fingerprint imaging but 
measuring other parameters (for example, pulse inside the finger). The disadvantages are high price 
and big dimensions [8] in comparison with other scanners.  

The semiconductor scanners are based on using semiconductor properties for fingerprint imag-
ing. The semiconductor behavior changes in the points where the ridges of fingerprint pattern con-
tact the scanner surface. For the present time there are several implementations of the semiconduc-
tor scanners: thermal, pressure-sensitive, capacitive and radiofrequency scanners [8, 18 – 20].  

The thermal scanners use sensors which consist of the pyroelectric elements. These elements can 
register the temperature differences and convert it into the voltage. When a finger contacts the sen-
sor, it builds the finger’s surface temperature map by the temperature of ridges contacting the py-
roelectric elements and the air temperature in the cavities with further converting this map into the 
digital image [8, 18, 19] 

The pressure-sensitive scanners are based on arrays of piezoelectric cells. When a finger contacts 
the scanning surface, the fingerprint ridges push some cells on the surface and the cavities make no 
pressure, respectively. The voltage array received from piezoelectric cells is further converted into 
the fingerprint image. 

The RF-scanners use sensor arrays. Every sensor operates as a tiny antenna. A weak radio signal 
is projected to the finger surface being scanned. Every sensor in the array receives the signal re-
flected from the fingerprint pattern. The voltage inducted in each antenna depends on the presence 
or absence of fingerprint ridge above it. The received voltage array is then converted into the digital 
image [8, 18, 20]. 

The capacitive scanners are produced on the silicon plate with microcapacitors region. There are 
two types of such scanners: passive where every cell has only one disk, and active where a capaci-
tive cell has two disks. The advantages of the active method are the ability to use additional func-
tions of fingerprint image processing, higher resistance to external influences and higher noise-to-
signal ratio. The short-range interaction of the finger surface with silicon plate enables registering 
the heartbeat electrical impulses. This feature allows to recognize plaster casts [8, 19, 20, 22].  

All the semiconductor scanners listed above have the edge-fed variants that make them smaller 
and cheaper. The advantages of semiconductor scanners are small dimensions, high image accuracy 
independent on the skin state, and the possibility to receive the high-quality image even of the dirty 
finger.   

The disadvantages are fast sensor wearing because one should put a finger directly on the scan-
ning surface (any intermediate layer influences the scanning results); high sensitivity to strong ex-
ternal electrical fields; sensitivity to vibrations and strokes [8, 18 – 20].  

Conclusions 

The paper considers the methods of fingerprint scanning and the main types of scanners, 
their advantages and drawbacks. There had been determined the main problem which appeared dur-
ing the wide use of fingerprint scanners - poor security from plaster casts. That is why the most 
promising direction in further developments are scanners with registration of biological characteris-
tics of the living organisms. The semiconductor thermal and capacitive scanners are among such 
scanners.  
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